
Focus and Motivate Meet the Authors
Matsuo Basho-
1644–1694

Japan’s Master Poet 
Matsuo Basho-  pursued a career 
as a samurai before devoting 
himself to the poetry that 
he had loved in his youth.  
He created a new style that 
raised haiku to the level of 
serious literature.

Paul Fleischman
born 1952

A Musician of Words 
Poet Paul Fleischman gives as much 
attention to the sound of his 
words as to their meaning. 
Fleischman grew up 
playing piano with his 
mother and listening to 
his  father, an author, 
read aloud.

Robert Frost
1874–1963

A Legendary Poet 
Robert Frost is one of the most beloved 
poets of the 20th century.  As a 
young man, Frost ran a New 
Hampshire farm.  The New 
England farmers Frost 
met were rich sources 
for his poetry.  He won 
his fi rst of four Pulitzer 
Prizes in 1924.

Complete the activities in your Reader/Writer Notebook.

 poetic form: haiku
Haiku is a form of poetry that originated hundreds of years 
ago in Japan.  In haiku, poets seek to create a clear picture 
with few words.  There are three key points to remember 
about traditional haiku.

• The entire poem consists of just 17 syllables arranged in 
three lines. 

• The first and third lines each contain 5 syllables, and the 
second line has 7 syllables. 

• Haiku centers on a symbol that instantly reminds its 
readers of a season. 

The haiku by Basho-  on page 596 are classics of the form.

 literary analysis: symbol and theme
A symbol is a person, place, object, or activity that stands for 
something beyond itself.  For example, the U.S. flag in your 
classroom is a symbol of the United States.  

• Some symbols are unique to certain cultures.  In Japan, for 
example, plum blossoms symbolize early spring. 

• Some symbols are understood across cultures.  For 
instance, in most cultures, a heart represents love.

By using symbols, poets are able to communicate rich and 
complex ideas quickly.  As you read the poems, identify the 
symbols and think about the ideas and themes they express.

 reading strategy: ask uestions
Poets create images by using sensory details—words 
and phrases that appeal to the reader’s senses of sight, 
touch, taste, smell, and hearing.  To help you interpret, or 
understand the meaning of, sensory details, ask yourself:

• What image or picture do the details help me “see” or 
imagine? 

• What ideas do the details suggest?
As you read each poem, record your answers in a chart.

Poem Sensory Details What I “See”

1.  flickering, 
glimmering

1. blinking lights

2.
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Essential Course  
   of Study ecos

Selection Resources

Features on thinkcentral.com that 
support the selection include
• PowerNotes presentation 
• ThinkAloud models to enhance 

comprehension
• WordSharp vocabulary tutorials
• interactive writing and grammar 

instruction

Find it Online!Print resources are on the Teacher One Stop DVD-ROM and on thinkcentral.com.

 RESOURCE MANAGER UNIT 5
Plan and Teach, pp. 71–78
Literary Analysis and Reading 

Skill, pp. 79–82†*

DIAGNOSTIC AND SELECTION 
TESTS
Selection Tests, pp. 163–166

 BEST PRACTICES TOOLKIT
Think-Pair-Share, p. A18
Cluster Diagram, p. B18
Read Aloud/Think Aloud,

p. A34

INTERACTIVE READER

ADAPTED INTERACTIVE READER

ELL ADAPTED INTERACTIVE 
READER

TECHNOLOGY 

 Teacher One Stop DVD-ROM

 Student One Stop DVD-ROM

 PowerNotes DVD-ROM

 Audio Anthology CD

 GrammarNotes DVD-ROM

 Audio Tutor CD

 ExamView Test Generator  
on the Teacher One Stop

* Resources for Differentiation † Also in Spanish 

READING  3  Analyze theme and genre in cultural 
and historical contexts. 4 Draw conclusions about 
the structure and elements of poetry. RC-7(B) Ask 
interpretive and evaluative questions of text.

summary
Two haiku by Basho-    present images of spring 
and impending winter.  Paul Fleischman’s 
“Fireflies” is a two-voice poem that describes 
the actions of fireflies against the backdrop of 
night.  Robert Frost’s “Fireflies in the Garden” 
is a comparison between stars and fireflies, in 
which the insects are seen to mimic, but fall 
far short of, the celestial bodies.

How do the
SEASONS affect you?

Discuss the question with students.  Challenge 
them to draw an image that captures what 
they feel or think about each of the seasons.  
Have students share their images before com-
pleting the SURVEY activity.

   of StudyTEKS Focus
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TeachMeet the Authors
Matsuo Basho-
1644–1694
Japan’s Master Poet 
Matsuo Basho-  pursued a career 
as a samurai before devoting 
himself to the poetry that 
he had loved in his youth.  
He created a new style that 
raised haiku to the level of 
serious literature.

Paul Fleischman
born 1952
A Musician of Words 
Poet Paul Fleischman gives as much 
attention to the sound of his 
words as to their meaning. 
Fleischman grew up 
playing piano with his 
mother and listening to 
his  father, an author, 
read aloud.

Robert Frost
1874–1963
A Legendary Poet 
Robert Frost is one of the most beloved 
poets of the 20th century.  As a 
young man, Frost ran a New 
Hampshire farm.  The New 
England farmers Frost 
met were rich sources 
for his poetry.  He won 
his fi rst of four Pulitzer 
Prizes in 1924.

Complete the activities in your Reader/Writer Notebook.

 poetic form: haiku
Haiku is a form of poetry that originated hundreds of years 
ago in Japan.  In haiku, poets seek to create a clear picture 
with few words.  There are three key points to remember 
about traditional haiku.

• The entire poem consists of just 17 syllables arranged in 
three lines. 

• The first and third lines each contain 5 syllables, and the 
second line has 7 syllables. 

• Haiku centers on a symbol that instantly reminds its 
readers of a season. 

The haiku by Basho-  on page 596 are classics of the form.

 literary analysis: symbol and theme
A symbol is a person, place, object, or activity that stands for 
something beyond itself.  For example, the U.S. flag in your 
classroom is a symbol of the United States.  

• Some symbols are unique to certain cultures.  In Japan, for 
example, plum blossoms symbolize early spring. 

• Some symbols are understood across cultures.  For 
instance, in most cultures, a heart represents love.

By using symbols, poets are able to communicate rich and 
complex ideas quickly.  As you read the poems, identify the 
symbols and think about the ideas and themes they express.

 reading strategy: ask questions
Poets create images by using sensory details—words 
and phrases that appeal to the reader’s senses of sight, 
touch, taste, smell, and hearing.  To help you interpret, or 
understand the meaning of, sensory details, ask yourself:

• What image or picture do the details help me “see” or 
imagine? 

• What ideas do the details suggest?
As you read each poem, record your answers in a chart.

Poem Sensory Details What I “See”

1.  flickering, 
glimmering

1. blinking lights

2.
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TEKS Focus

 Model the Skill: ask questions
Read aloud a descriptive passage from a 
work such as “The Highwayman” (page 
587).  Ask students what they hear, see, 
feel, taste, or smell.
GUIDED PRACTICE Help students record 
their answers in a chart.

 RESOURCE MANAGER—Copy Master
Ask Questions p. 81 (for student use 
while reading the poems)

R E A D I N G  S T R A T E G Y

P O E T I C  F O R M

 Model the Skill: haiku
Explain that each word used by a haiku 
poet is like an artist’s brushstroke that 
helps paint a complete image.  Write this 
example on the board:

Warm, gentle breeze brings
The fragrance of new flowers—
 Spring blows softly in.

Guide students in identifying the elements 
that make this passage a haiku.  Possible 
answers: There are three lines with a total 
of seventeen syllables; the warm, fragrant 
breeze is a symbol of spring.
GUIDED PRACTICE Have students name 
other images or symbols relating to sea-
sons that could be used in a haiku.

 Model the Skill: 
symbol and theme

Read aloud this example:
With dread, she watched the geese 
form their perfect V to fly south.  
Already, the wind seemed colder 
and the fields more barren.

What does the southern migration of 
the geese symbolize?  Possible answer: 
It symbolizes the coming of winter.
GUIDED PRACTICE Have students explain 
symbols in stories or poems they have 
read.  

for english language learners
Comprehension Support Provide students 
with sticky notes.  As they listen to the 
Audio Anthology CD, have them place notes 
next to words or phrases they don’t under-
stand.  Teach them several sentence frames 
to use to ask their questions.  For example: 
“I don’t understand this (word, phrase, sen-
tence)”,  and, “Please explain this .”  

for struggling readers
Concept Support Have students use Think-
Pair-Share to answer selected questions 
about each poem and to fill in their sensory 
details charts.

 
BEST PRACTICES TOOLKIT—Transparency
Think-Pair-Share p. A18

differentiated instruction

L I T E R A R Y  A N A L Y S I S

 two haiku / fireflies / fireflies in . . . 595

 TEKS RC-7(B)

TEKS 3, 4

TEKS 3, 4
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Practice and Apply
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On sweet plum blossoms1

The sun rises suddenly.
Look, a mountain path!  a  

 A crow
has settled on a bare branch—
 autumn evening.  b

 1. When haiku is translated from the original Japanese into 
English, the number of syllables per line sometimes changes 
slightly.

haikutwo
Matsuo Basho

596 unit 5: appreciating poetry

 b  SYMBOL AND 
THEME
What does the crow’s 
arrival symbolize?

 a  HAIKU
Identify at least one 
symbol in this poem.  
Also note which season 
the poem evokes. 

Plum Garden, Kameido from One Hundred Views of Famous Places in Edo (1857), 
Utagawa Hiroshige. Photo © Christie’s Images/Corbis.
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differentiated instruction
for struggling readers
Comprehension Support Use a Cluster 
Diagram to explore the symbolism in each 
haiku.  Complete the first map together, ask-
ing students to identify each possible symbol 
and volunteer ideas about what it represents.  
Encourage students to identify more than one 
meaning.  Have pairs complete maps for the 
second haiku before sharing ideas.  

BEST PRACTICES TOOLKIT—Transparency
Cluster Diagram p. B18

P O E T I C  F O R M 

L I T E R A R Y  A N A L Y S I S 

a
 Model the Skill: haiku

Read the haiku aloud several times.  Then 
guide students in discussing what the 
mountain path might symbolize.
Possible answer: Plum blossoms symbol-
ize and evoke spring.  The mountain path 
might be interpreted as a symbol of new 
possibilities, the future, or excitement.

b
 symbol and theme

Possible answer: The crow’s arrival may 
symbolize the coming of winter.
Extend the Discussion What other symbol 
might evoke the same meaning?

read with a purpose
Help students set a purpose for reading.  As 
they read the four poems, ask them to think 
about the effects the seasons can have on 
people.

revisit the big question
How do the 

SEASONS affect you?
Discuss Based on the images in both haiku, 
what emotions does the poet associate with 
the different seasons?  Possible answer: Spring 
is associated with hope and expectation, as 
shown by the image of the plum blossoms and 
the sun rising.  Late autumn is associated with 
desolation, as shown by the bareness of the 
branch and the image of evening.

Analyze Visuals
Activity Have students identify the mood of 
the print and explain how the artist creates 
that mood.  Possible answers: The mood is calm 
and serene.  The soft colors and the distance 
between the tree and the figures help to create 
this mood.  
About the Art Utagawa Hiroshige (1797–1858) 
is considered to be one of Japan’s greatest art-
ists.  His work had a major influence on future 
Western artists, such as the impressionist Van 
Gogh.

blossoms path

Haiku 1

sunrise

new day

spring new life future adventure

596 unit 5: appreciating poetry 
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 TEKS 3, 4
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Light    Light
     is the ink we use
Night    Night
is our parchment1

     We’re
     fireflies
fireflies    flickering
flitting
     flashing
fireflies
glimmering    fireflies
     gleaming c
glowing
Insect calligraphers 2  Insect calligraphers
practicing penmanship
     copying sentences
Six-legged scribblers  Six-legged scribblers
of vanishing messages,
     fleeting3 graffiti
Fine artists in flight  Fine artists in flight
adding dabs of light
     bright brush strokes
Signing the June nights  Signing the June nights 
as if they were paintings  as if they were paintings d
     We’re
flickering    fireflies
fireflies    flickering
fireflies.    fireflies.

5

10

15

20

25

1. parchment: fine-quality paper, usually made from the skin of goats or sheep.

2. calligraphers (kE-lGgPrE-fErz): creators of beautiful, elaborate handwriting.

3. fleeting: passing swiftly; soon gone.

Paul FleischmanPPPPPPPP

 two haiku / fireflies 597

c
 ASK QUESTIONS 

Reread lines 1–12.  What 
words help you see the 
fireflies in your mind?

d ASK QUESTIONS
Reread lines 20–24.  
Notice that the fireflies 
are described as artists 
here.  What kind of 
artists are they, and 
which sensory details 
help form this image?  
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This selection on thinkcentral.com includes 
embedded ThinkAloud models–students 
“thinking aloud” about the story to model the 
kinds of questions a good reader would ask 
about a selection.

Reading Support

for struggling readers
Reading Skill Follow-Up: Ask Questions Play 
“Fireflies” from the Audio Anthology CD.  The 
first time you play it, have students shut their 
eyes and concentrate on the sensory details.  
Then, have students write questions about 
those details and the images they suggest.  
Play the recording a second time and have 
students answer each other’s questions.

for advanced learners/pre–ap
Metaphors A metaphor is a figure of speech 
that compares two unlike things.  Unlike a 
simile, it does not use the word like or as.  Point 
out the first metaphor in “Fireflies”: “Light is 
the ink we use” (lines 1–2).  Ask students to 
identify other metaphors in the poem and 
what they represent.  Then have them write 
one or two additional metaphors that would 
work in “Fireflies.”  Afterward, invite them to 
work together to create and illustrate a collage 
of their original metaphors.

background
Firefly Communication Individual species of 
fireflies use their own unique flashing patterns 
to communicate.  Males light up as they fly; 
females stay perched and light up in response 
to a prospective mate.
Reading the Poem “Fireflies” is set up like a 
musical duet for two readers.  One reads the 
lines on the right and the other reads the lines 
on the left.  Lines on the same level are read 
simultaneously. 

c   Model the Skill: 
ask questions

Draw the chart from page 595 on the 
board.  Discuss the details and what they 
suggest as you model filling in the chart.
Possible answers: flickering, flitting, glim-
mering, gleaming, glowing, dabs of light, 
bright brush strokes

d   ask questions
Possible answer: painters; light is the ink, 
bright brush strokes

R E A D I N G  S T R A T E G Y

R E A D I N G  S T R A T E G Y

 two haiku / fireflies  597

 TEKS RC-7(B)

 TEKS RC-7(B)

s
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Here come real stars to fill the upper skies,
And here on earth come emulating1 flies,
That though they never equal stars in size,
(And they were never really stars at heart)
Achieve at times a very star-like start.
Only of course they can’t sustain2 the part.  e

5

 1. emulating: imitating.

 2. sustain: keep up; prolong.

598 unit 5: apreciating poetry

 e  SYMBOL AND 
THEME
Reread the poem and 
think about what 
the fireflies might 
symbolize. 

Robert Frost

in the

TX_L07PE-u05s5-FireFl.indd   598 2/14/09   9:58:14 AMdifferentiated instruction
for english language learners
Comprehension: Clarify  Use a Read Aloud/
Think Aloud strategy to help students under-
stand these aspects of the poem:

• the compare/contrast organization 
• references to the flies throughout as “they”
• the tone conveyed by comparisons and word 

choice (“real,” “emulating,” “of course”)

 BEST PRACTICES TOOLKIT—Transparency
Read Aloud/Think Aloud p. A34

for struggling readers
Concept Support Use a chart to explore the 
symbolism in the Frost poem. 

tiered discussion prompts
In lines 1–6, use these prompts to help students 
understand important ideas in the poems:

Analyze How does the poet develop his 
description of fireflies?  What is the effect 
of this approach?  Possible answer: The poet 
points out all the traits of stars that fireflies 
do not have.  This honest approach reveals 
the true nature and role of fireflies.
Evaluate What point is the poet making 
about nature?  Possible answers: The poet is 
pointing out that all parts of nature—stars, 
fireflies, and humans—have a distinct and 
defined role.  The nature of stars is to provide 
long-lasting brilliance, whereas fireflies and 
humans cannot aspire to such heavenly 
magnificence.

selection wrap–up
READ WITH A PURPOS E Ask students to 
consider all four poems.  How do the poems 
show the profound effect that seasons can 
have on people?  Possible answer: The change 
of seasons and the experiences people have in 
each season can give people fresh insights into 
human life. 

 CRITIQUE Have students decide which 
poet uses symbols most effectively and ex-
plain why.  

INDEPENDENT READING 
Students who enjoy poetry about nature and 
the seasons may also enjoy reading “On the 
Grasshopper and the Cricket” by John Keats.

e
  Model the Skill: 
symbol and theme

Ask students to suggest some things the 
fireflies might symbolize.  Discuss how one 
living creature might symbolize another.  
Possible answer: The fireflies might repre-
sent creatures on Earth, including humans.  
Humans may have a spark of greatness, but 
they are imperfect and mortal.

L I T E R A R Y  A N A L Y S I S

Symbol

fireflies

Ideas from Poem

•  live on Earth, 
not in heavens

•  not as 
brilliant or 
dazzling as 
stars

Meaning

•  imitation of 
something 
greater

•  imperfect 
humans

598 unit 5: appreciating poetry 

TEKS 3, 4
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Practice and ApplyAfter Reading

Comprehension
1. Recall In the first haiku, what does the rising sun reveal?  In the second 

haiku, where does the crow settle?

 2. Clarify In “Fireflies,” what is the “ink” the fireflies use?

 3. Summarize In what ways are the fireflies in “Fireflies in the Garden” unlike 
the stars they try to copy? 

Literary Analysis 
 4. Ask Interpretive Questions Look back at the list of sensory details that you 

made as you read each poem.  Choose one of the details and explain its 
meaning in the poem. 

 5. Examine Haiku Which haiku gives you a more hopeful feeling?  Explain.

 6. Evaluate Sound Devices In “Fireflies,” Fleischman repeats many words 
and phrases.  Which words does he repeat most often?  What other 
example of  repetition do you notice?  Tell how this repetition reflects the 
subject of the poem. 

 7. Analyze Symbol and Theme In “Fireflies in the 
Garden,” Robert Frost contrasts the stars in the “upper 
skies” with the fireflies “here on earth.”  Use a chart 
like the one shown to explore the comparison more 
closely.  What theme or larger idea about life might 
Frost be trying to express by using the fireflies as a 
symbol?

Extension and Challenge
 8. Speaking and Listening “Fireflies” is written for two 

voices.  Work with a partner and prepare an oral 
reading of the poem.  One of you should read the 
words in the left column while the other reads the 
words in the right.  Perform your reading for the class.  
What images in the poem does reading aloud help to 
reinforce?

How do the SEASONS affect you?
Write a traditional haiku about one season of the year.  Express how that 
season affects you.  (You might look back at the words and phrases you 
collected in the survey on page 594 for ideas.)

Details About
the Fireflies

My Thoughts

The flies copy 
the stars.

The stars are in 
the sky, and the 
flies are on earth.

The flies were 
“never really stars 
at heart.”

The flies can shine 
like stars, but 
they “can’t sustain 
the part.”

 two haiku / fireflies / fireflies in the garden 599

READING 3 Analyze theme and 
genre in cultural and historical 
contexts. 4 Draw conclusions 
about the structure and elements 
of poetry. RC-7(B) Ask interpretive 
and evaluative questions of text.
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For preliminary support of post-reading 
questions, use these copy masters:

 
RESOURCE MANAGER—Copy Masters
Symbol and Theme p. 79
Question Support p. 83
For additional questions, see page 75. 

answers
Comprehension
 1. The rising sun reveals a mountain path.  The 

crow settles on a bare branch. 
 2. The fireflies’ “ink” is light.
 3. The fireflies are not the size of stars, nor can 

they sustain their light for as long as stars.  
The fireflies also lack the essence of stars—
they are not “stars at heart” (line 4).

Literary 
Analysis
Possible answers:
4.  teks focus Ask Interpretive Questions

   Students should provide a specific detail 
from a poem and their interpretation of its 
meaning.

 5.  teks focus Examine Haiku The first 
haiku is more hopeful.  The rising sun and 
the blossoms suggest new beginnings.  
The last line suggests an unexpected and 
delightful discovery.

 6. Repetition: The most often repeated words 
are “fireflies,” “light,” “night,” and “flicker-
ing.”  Other examples are “insect calligra-
phers,” “six-legged scribblers,” “fine artists 
in flight,” “signing the June nights,” and “as 
if they were paintings.”  Effect: The repeti-
tion of words mimics the repetition of the 
fireflies’ flickering lights.

7. teks focus Analyze Symbol and 
Theme My Thoughts: row 1—a cheap imi-
tation; row 2—it’s more impressive to be in 
the sky; row 3—the flies are imposters; row 
4—the flies fizzle out, but the stars keep 
shining.  Possible themes: Imitations never 
live up to the real thing.  Humans can never 
hope to achieve perfection. 

Assess and Reteach
Assess 
DIAGNOSTIC AND SELECTION TESTS

Selection Test A pp. 163–164
Selection Test B/C pp. 165–166

Interactive Selection Test on thinkcentral.com
Reteach
Level Up Online Tutorials on thinkcentral.com
Reteaching Worksheets on thinkcentral.com:

Literature Lessons 14 and 29

Extension and Challenge
 8. Students’ paired readings should bring out 

the repetition of the words and phrases, 
emphasizing the quick and momentary 
movements of the fireflies.  

How do the SEASONS affect 
you?  Help students brainstorm 
images they associate with each season.  
Students’ haikus should follow haiku rules 
for syllables and lines.

 two haiku / fireflies / fireflies in the garden 599

TEKS  3, 4, RC-7(B)
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